Navarathri celebrations at Isha Yoga Centre

Staff Reporter

COIMBATORE: Navarathri celebrations have taken off at Isha Yoga Centre with pujas, performing arts, ‘garbha’, and processions. The procession of Linga Bhairavi Utsavamurti accompanied by a group performing ‘Kalaripayattu’ ended with ‘aarti’ at the Dhyanalinga Temple. Each night classical musicians and dancers perform to create the setting for the six-beat ‘garbha’ performance.

‘Vidyarambam’

‘Vijayadashami’ will be a day when children will be initiated into education in arts and music. ‘Vidyarambam’ will be held at the Linga Bhairavi Temple.

Devotees taking out a procession as part of Navarathri celebrations at Isha Yoga Centre in Coimbatore. - PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT.